Abstract-This study aimed to describe the language sounds Bugis. In Proto Austronesian phonology of South Sulawesi, there are 6 (six) vowel phonemes and 18 consonant phonemes. The data in this study is the language sounds Bugis (realized in the form of the word) is absorbed from Indonesian. Sources of data in the study are the Bugis community residing in Bone regency. The data collection techniques are methods refer to the advanced techniques refer to techniques involved capably, recording technique, and technical notes. Also, it is also used proficient method with advanced technique, fishing techniques and advanced engineering techniques in the form of a conversation semuka, record, and note, As well as technical documentation. 
I. INTRODUCTION
The Indonesian nation consists of various tribes that stretch from Sabang to Merauke. The diversity of tribe's linguistically different in any locations. There are 742 regional languages, 737 of which are still actively spoken Indonesian and regional languages [1] . It is included in the Austronesian family, more specifically, the regional languages in South Sulawesi included in the Austronesian group Southwestern. Austronesian language family is unique in its linguistic system, including Bugis language [2] .
The sound system in Bugis is unique when compared to other languages. The author of this study compared the noise in Indonesian with the sound system in Bugis language [3] .
There are systematic changes that occur from Indonesian sounds into audio Bugis language. For example, the sound / b / in the word / 'beras' / become / w / a / b /, in Bugis word / were / and / berre /. This is caused by the sound / w / and / b / phoneme correspondence with proto-Austronesian languagesespecially in South Sulawesi. There are many other changes other sounds described in this paper, such as the removal and addition of phonemes in Bugis [4] .
II. RESEARCH METHOD
This research is qualitative. The data language in this study was obtained using advanced techniques refer to involved skilled, recording technique, and technique note. Also, it is also used methods proficient with advanced technique, fishing techniques and advanced engineering techniques in the form of a conversation, record, and note. As well as design documentation, Source of data in this research, are people who become an informant of Bugis Bone and Bugis language dictionary. In this study, there are three kinds' steps. (1) The provision of data, (2) analysis of data, and (3) the presentation of the results of the data analysis. The data collected in this study were analyzed using a unified method, and various techniques are adapted to the character data have been obtained in the field [5] .
III. DISCUSSION
The sound of noise in the Bugis language 1. Phoneme / p / in Indonesian turn into glottal / q / in Bugis Example:
 / Tahaq / Based on the examples listed in the data (1), the phoneme / p / at the end of words in Indonesian when absorbed into the language of the Bugis turned into glottal /q/. There is no sound / p / at the end of a word in Bugis. Likewise in South Sulawesi Proto. 2. Phoneme / t / in Indonesian turn into glottal / q / in Bugis Example:
 / Urəq / Phoneme / t / at the end of words in Indonesian when absorbed into the language of the Bugis turned into a glottal stop / q /. This is in accordance with the proto South Sulawesi, because in Bugis there is no phoneme / t / at the end of the word. 
